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Brewerkz Restaurant &

Microbrewery 

"Home-made Beer & Eats"

This restaurant in a microbrewery famed for its home-made beers also

serves a mean meal to accompany your drink. Gaze at the Singapore River

outside or at the weird pipe-like constructions (the beer vats!) as you wait

for your pint. Start with the nachos and dripping cheese or prawn/calamari

platters. Then proceed to burgers or fish and chips, generously prepared

with beer batter. Finally, wash them down with some beer (what else?). No

wine is served, but who needs it with all the lagers and bitters available?

Patrons have voted to one of the best restaurants in Singapore thanks to

their excellent variety of beers. Be sure to check out the specially

concocted monthly brews.

 +65 6438 7438  brewerkz.com/outlet/river

side-point/

 info@menu.com.sg  30 Merchant Road, Suite

01-05/06 Riverside Point,

Singapore
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Smith Street Taps 

"Craft Beer & Street Food"

If you are a beer connoisseur but also wish to enjoy the casual vibe of

Asian street food stalls, then Smith Street Taps is the place for you. It is a

pop-up stall in Chinatown Complex with a rotating selection of craft beer

from little known microbreweries, and familiar draft beers of traditional

breweries. The ambiance here is buzzing; think a lively, hole-in-the-wall

tea stall that instead serves craft brews. The changing beverage menu

means that patrons are not bored on repeat visits and the wallet-friendly

prices ensure that people are back to this hawker stall for more. Food is

generally not a problem as you are surrounded by food stands on

Chinatown Food Street aka Smith Street.

 +65 9430 2750  smithstreettaps@goodbeer.sg  335 Smith Street, Suite 02-062,

Chinatown Complex, Singapore
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Level 33 

"Craft Beers and Contemporary Fare"

Level 33 is an uptown restaurant, lounge and microbrewery serving

modern European cuisine and craft beers, wines and champagnes.

Located in the exquisite Marina Bay Sands, this authentic restaurant and

lounge is a perfect place to spend a romantic evening. The ambiance

being setup in a sophisticated manner, this restaurant gives a complete

urban dining experience. If you are wondering when to visit, know that the

restaurant is popular for its gourmet Saturday Brunch, Sunday Roast and

a Beer Flight Prix Fixe menu.

 +65 6834 3133  www.level33.com.sg/  reservations@level33.com.

sg

 8 Marina Boulevard, Suite

33-01, MBFC Tower 1,

Singapore
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Red Dot Brewhouse 

"Beer Bonanza"

Located in one of the most celebrated neighborhoods of Singapore Red

Dot Brewhouse offers a fabulous drinking and dining experience.

Featuring a scrumptious breakfast menu and a la carte lunches and

dinners, the restaurant and bar spells class and elegance. Savor the tasty

grilled pork rack which is made in spicy apple sauce, the potato cheese

balls and the Caprese salad prepared in true Italian style. Don't miss out

the beers for there are endless choices available like Red Dot Lime Wheat,

Weizen and Summer Ale being the best among others.

 +65 6475 0500  www.reddotbrewhouse.co

m.sg/

 feedback@reddotbrewhou

se.com.sg

 25A Dempsey Road, #01-01,

Singapore
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